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"It was my thought that the safest way to make this march was to keep at the head of the column and to make the march in as short a time as possible. The reason for my decision was that it soon became apparent to me that the Japanese were not going to feed us on the march nor permit us to secure any water, and that stragglers would be bayoneted or otherwise killed along the march. We would often pass an American-made Artesian well. The Japanese guards would let a few Prisoners of War get water in their canteen cups and then refuse to let anyone else near the well under the threat of death. Such treatment increased my desire for water tremendously as it did all the other Prisoners of War. For practically all of the Prisoners of War, the entire march was made without water and without food. While we were at Balanga, we Prisoners of War were lined up in a chow line, and we could see food cooking and could smell it. While we were supposedly waiting for the chow line to begin moving, the Japanese guards had another inspection. The Japanese guards claimed that they found a 45 automatic in the duffle bag of an American Officer. We were immediately marched out of the chow line, no one at all having been fed, and were marched into a neighboring field. There we were given about a two hour 'sun treatment' still without water or food. The heat in the field in our dehydrated bodies was almost unbearable. Immediately after this cruel treatment, we were again formed into a column and, those of us who made it, marched for twenty-two hours without a break to the end of the march at San Fernando, Pampanga."